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Scaling the heights
[ecord attendances and international critical acclaim made the Barbican Centre's 1998/99 season

something for everyone to celebrate. Artistic Director Graham Sheffield sets the scene for 2000 and beyond

Sriting recently in Tbe Times, art
critic Anthony Thorncroft
described the Corporation's
Bartrican Centre as being in
tullish" mood. The description is
apt. for another season of critical
end commercial successes has
bolstered the new-found
confidence of Europe's premier
multi-arts centre, and continued
&e remarkable transformation
initiated since 1996 under the
leadership of Managing Director
John Tusa and Artistic Director
Graham Sheffreld.

Tu'o key changes stand out. The
Centre is now acknowledged to be
much more than just a host venue.
It has developed an exciting
reputation for commissioning and
producing and Graham Sheffield
takes immense satisfaction in the
Barbican "being increasingly in
demand" by artists and performers
who want to work with, and
present their work at, the Centre.

Equally pleasing for Sheffield has
been the "dramatic shift in
audience perception" over the last
two seasons. Barbican audiences
are not only growing in size and
diversiry. but also in their

"Gritical acclaim
for the Barhican
reflects well on
the Gorporation,
and a lot more
people now are
realising the key

willingness to experiment, and
perhaps take risks in what they
choose to book for - a direct
tribute to the imaginative,
i ntegrated multi-ans programming
poliry that has become a wodd-
renowned Barbican Centre tlrand.

The audience's willingness to
explore was clearly demonstrated
during 1999 when Sheffteld's
"triple whammy'' of the Cuba and
the St Petersburg Festivals and the
outstanding Beckett'season -
which sold over 25,000 tickets
alone - established the Barbican's
profile as one of the wodd's
leading organisations for
presenting contemporary arts.
But "making headline news"
doesn't only profile the Barbican's
success. It is seen by Sheffield as
helping to promote the City as a
wodd-class cultural centre. Critical
acclaim for the Barbican he notes
"reflects well on the Corporation
of London, and a lot more people
now are realising the key role that
it plays in funding the arts".

Sheffield sees the year 2000 as
something of a watershed. The
Centre's recent successes have
been hard-won and have built on
the continued success ofthe
Centre's programming team and
its resident companies, the Royal
Shakespeare Company and
London Symphony Orchestra. The
challenges ofa redeveloped South
Bank and newly developed Tate-
Bankside are not being
underestimated. "Programming for
the next few years will be exciting
and innovative," he said, "but
consolidating the quality and
strength ofthe Barbican's recent
output is equally important".

u7ith the demands of the creative
drive needed to successfully
programme the wodd's largest
multi-arts operation is there a
chance of burn-out? Sheffield
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acknowledges that his work "uses
up ideas at an alan:l:lirrs rate" but
admits he still has a large number
of projects in the pipeline.

Particular long-term goals include
overseeing "a major repositioning
of the visual arts" at the Centre, in
order to elevate it to the status of
the more established brands of its
Hall, Theatre and Screen. He is
also keen for BITE to ascend
"another notch up the ladder" in
terms of artistic development, and
for increased recognition for the
Centre's education programme -
which in 1999, tsl,o years after
being set up to win the hearts and
minds of a new wave of audiences,

introduced 12,000 people to the
Centre's many delights and has
helped condition the way Sheffield
and his team think and plan.
As Sheffreld puts it, both he and
the Centre are "just below the
summit" of achievement. The
incentive to ascend higher is
there, as is the drive and
imagination. This can only be of
benefit to the arts, the City and
London as a whole as we move
into the new millennium.

Tbe Barbican Centre is ouned,
funded and managed by tbe
Corporation - tbe tbird largest
funder of tbe arts in tbe UK after
tbe BBC and tbe Gouernment. E
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